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FOREWORD 

The National Task Force on Prison Industries presents its 
recommendations for prison industries in the United States. We 
read these recommendations as designed to do two things: first, to 
provide new interest a.mong business leaders, union leaders and in 
the private sector generally; second, to provide states with 
guidelines in the modernization and expansion of prison industries. 
The Task Force has included five statements of principle to leave 
no ambiguity about its position on business-like practices and 
private sector involvement. A new, enlightened, public-private 
partnership is the key to restoring prison industries to the wide level 
of employment it enjoyed a century ago-without the exploitation 
and inefficiencies. With the enormous growth of prison population 
this is a challenging task, but with the brains, innovations and 
dynamism of America's private sector this is not beyond reach. 
More important, the need is vastly greater than it was a century 
ago. 

We urge policymakers nationwide to "get involved" with 
implementing recommendations that will change the face of our 
correctional systems. Private business must forge an alliance with 
labor unions and with "public business" to harness the combined 
energies of all to accomplish these important objectives. The poten
tial for good in this kind of partnership is indeed boundless. 

Some of the recommendations may seem large steps, and in
deed they are. Prevailing wages to inmates for performance and 
production meeting private sector standards may seem a large step, 
but that will take a large load off of over-taxed taxpayers and pro
vide the inmates' dependents some support, further relieving tax
payers. The idea of union membership of inmates deserves careful 
study. We do not see it as union interference with prison manage
ment any more than the participation of business people means that 
they want to run prisons. 



We encourage you to read the recommendations, but-even 
more important-we ask that you set about the task of implemen
ting them. Let's try to leave the twentieth century with a legacy of 
commitment, employment and accomplishment on behalf of our 
nation's corrections systems. 

This provocative report is long overdue. 

~~-------
Chief Justice of the United States 
Honorary Chairman 

~ 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

Public attention to prisons, the kinds of people in them, and 
the activities that take place "behind the walls" is at an un
precedented high level in our nation. Perhaps at no other time in 
our history has such interest been manifested simultaneously by 
citizens and public and private leaders at federal, state and local 
levels. 

Of highest interest is the work inmates perform in prison, or 
prison industries. At the beginning of the 1980s only as many in
mates were employed as one hundred years ago-when the total 
prison population was about one-twelfth of the present level. 

Prison industries entered the twentieth century in a posture 
of self-support, full employment, and private sector involvement. 
But the systems that made this possible were considered ex
ploitative, so the sale of prison-made goods to public agencies only 
(state-use) became the dominant model, causing a dramatic reduc
tion in the number of inmates employed. 

This decline is now being reversed, as is the isolated role of 
prison industries during most of this century. This trend began only 
recently, largely as a result of renewed interest in our nation's 
prisons. Additionally, the pioneering involvement of a few private 
corporations and of one public figure is making a great deal of the 
difference. Warren E. Burger, Chief Justice of the United States, 
has long been an advocate of industries and has been a driving 
force behind prison industry development in the United States. He 
has stimulated a national interest that has given prison industries 
new momentum and led to the recommendations contained in this 
report. 

Several years ago, the Chief Justice formulated the "fac
tories with fences" concept and began promoting it with great 
energy. Trips abroad as well as within the United States fanned his 
interest. Then, in February 1984, the Chief Justice and the Brook
ings Institution convened a national conference on prison in
dustries at The Johnson Foundation Wingspread Center in Racine, 
Wisconsin. Attendees included leaders in the corrections, business, 
labor, legal, media, and academic communities. The meeting was 
planned from the outset as a working conference, and participants 
spent many hours debating and defining the issues associated with 
creating a viable prison industry framework in the United States. 
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This first conference gave rise to a much larger meeting at 
The George Washington University, Washington, D.C., in June 
1984. This assembly provided the opportunity for persons represen
ting many views on prison industry to outline their perspectives 
before a national audience. The Chief Justice argued eloquently for 
a national panel to consider approa~hes to revolutionize and im
prove prison industries in the United States. 

In autumn of 1984 a National Task Force on Prison In
dustries was formed. This Task Force and its committees convened 
under the guidance of the Chief Justice and the Brookings Institu
tion at the Wingspread Center in February 1985. Members of the 
committees and other participants worked to produce recommen
dations in eleven areas related to prison industries. The high level 
of consensus and the scope of many of the recommendations 
augurs well for prison industry development. 

A significant, related event was the formation of the Na
tional Center for Innovation in Corrections, operating within the 
Division of Continuing Education at The George Washington 
University. The Center has spearheaded the drive to develop ne.w 
prison industry programs nationwide and also bears the respon
sibility for publication of the Task Force recommendations. 
Following release of these recommendations, the Center will con
tinue to encourage and assist states and localities as they begin the 
process of implementation. 

Thus, the efforts of the Chief Justice are coming to fruition 
in the establishment of a "home" for prison industry innovation 
and in this publication. What remains is the considerable work of 
implementing these recommendations. 



Chapter Two 

UNDERSTANDING THE RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Task Force adopted a committee structure to explore 
the issues and develop recommendations in essential areas related 
to prison industries. (A full listing of committee members appears 
as Appendix A.) Committee members were selected for their exper
tise and comprised the best in their fields. 

The twofold objective of the second prison industries con
ference at the Wingspread Center was to provide a forum for 
representatives of all groups interested in prison industries and to 
create a national movement. Eleven committees, representing a 
cross-section of the issues and concerns that exist about prison in
dustries, were established: 

I: Laws, Executive Orders, and Regulations 

II: Procurement 

III: Marketing 

IV: Inmate Compensation 

V: Staff Training 

VI: Offender Input 

VII: Education, Inmate Training, and Job Placement 

VIII: Business and Labor Concerns 

IX: Institution/Industries Management 

X: Research and Evaluation 

XI: Media and Public Relations 

The members of these committees were tireless in addressing 
the issues and developing the recommendations presented in this 
report. The task in producing this report was to blend the various 
issues and recommendations of each committee into a set of 
"master recommendations" that would be usable, yet still reflect 
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tile essence of committee work. As presented here, the recommen
dations are designed to assist two groups key to prison industry in
novation: 

1) po]icymakers: legislators, executives, and others 
whose decisions affect corrections; and 

2) practitioners: those responsible for implementing the 
decisions of policymakers, such as corrections and in
dustries officials. 

The recommendations combine a general understanding of the 
issues with acceptance of certain guiding principles and targeted 
areas of action. They are intended to provide concrete direction 
and inspiration to states and localities while recognizing that the 
most obvious and straightforward changes will require time for im
plementation. 

Principles 

The structure that best reflects the work of all the commit
tees and provides maximum guidance to policymakers and practi
tioners is illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed below. Basically, it 
first describes a set of assumptions, or principles, derived from the 
work of all the committees. (These principles are fully described in 
Chapter Three.) Acceptance and endorsement of these principles 
should be a necessary first step for those seeking to follow the Task 
Force recommendations since, without a guiding set of values, 
models can be only shallowly applied and innovation narrowly im
plemented. 

Recommenda tions 

The second part of this structure comprises the actual 
recommendations of the Task Force committees. The specific 
recommendations are not attributed to any particular committee; 
rather, they follow the process depicted in Figure 1. This was 
necessary because some of the committees dealt with targeted, 
operational areas (e.g., Inmate Compensation, Marketing), while 
others transcended a single focus (e.g., Business and Labor Con
cerns, Offender Input). In addition, not every recommendation of 



Figure 1 

ORGANIZATION OF PRISON INDUSTRIES 

PRINCIPLES 

INTERNAL tpROCESSES 

• Institution/Industries Management 

• Staff Training 

• Education, Vocational Training, and Industries 

• Marketing 

• Inmate Compensation 

• Shop Conduct 

I 
• Business and Labor Concerns 

• Offender Input 

• Research and Evaluation 

EXTERNAL PROCESSES 

• Laws and Regulations 

• Procurement 

• Media and Public Relations' 

• General Coordination 
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every committee (primarily, the issues raised by Business and Labor 
Concerns, Offender Input, and Research and Evaluation) is listed 
separately. There are two reasons for this: 

• a long list of recommendations gives no guidance 
regarding priorities; and 

• the principles and recommendations incorporate all 
the work of every committee in a condensed form. 

All considerations of all committees are reflected here in a more 
usable format than a simple list. Thus, a state seeking guidance on 
inmate compensation need not consult the deliberations of eleven 
separate committees and attempt to glean some commonality. The 
recommendations follow the structure of Figure 1 and are intended 
to provide straightforward, practical guidelines to those seeking to 
improve their prison industry operations. 

Considerations 

A caution to the reader is necessary. These recommenda
tions are neither formulas nor panaceas. They are specific enough 
to lend structure and begin the change process, yet flexible enough 
to permit each state or locality to create its own, relevant variation. 
Thus, the payment of prevailing wages, or wages based on produc
tivity, will be encouraged, but a specific dollar figure will not be 
recommended. 

Finally, prison industries are not the cure-all for the correc
tional ills that plague this nation. Even with modernized, viable, 
full-employment prison industries, correctional institutions will 
still be crowded; offenders will continue to ser'Ve longer sentences; 
and costs will continue to rise if societal trends remain the same. 
We recognize, however, that the absence of meaningful efforts 
such as industries can only exacerbate these conditions. Therefore, 
while promising no cure, we believe that prison industries can 
significantly improve the quality of life in a correctional system, 
with benefits for staff, victims, taxpayers, and offenders. 

In this spirit we invite those who enact public policy and 
those who implement it to consider seriously the recommendations 
and to create the enabling framework that will make "factories 
with fences" a reality. 



Chapter Three 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR 
PRISON INDUSTRIES 

Assumptions of tne Task Force 

"To put people behind walls and bars and do little or 
nothing to change them is to win a battle but lose a 
war'. It is wrong. It is expensive. It is stupid." 

- Chief Justice Warren E. Burger 

The recommendations contained here are guided by a set of 
principles that are reflected in the work of all of the committees. 
These values of the Task Force members are intended as a founda
tion for a national mission statement on prison industries. Coupled 
with the more general statements that follow each principle, they 
can help any state seeking to examine and improve its prison in
dustries. They represent a combination of views about inmates, the 
conduct of industries, and industries' place in the correctional in
stitution. They were either explicitly expressed in committee discus
sion or consistent with the deliberations. Each of these principles is 
totally compatible with and supportive of the others. Taken 
together, they begin to create a new and challenging image of 
prison industries. 

Primary Principles 

# 1 PRISON INDUSTRIES SHOULD PROVIDE MEAN
INGFUL AND RELEVANT WORK OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR INMATES. 
Throughout the deliberations, this key concept emerged in 

varying ways. Meaningful work and the reclamation of "wasted 
humanity" is an idea central to both the thinking of the Chief 
Justice and the members of the Task Force committees. At the 
same time, the Task Force strongly affirmed the obligation of the 
inmate to participate seriously in industry activities to form or 
reclaim job skills. 

# 2 PRISON INDUSTRIES SHOULD OPERATE IN A 
BUSINESS-LIKE MANNER. 
A central theme in nearly every committee's deliberations, 

this principle has far-reaching implications for industries. It en-
23 
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compasses many business practices-including length of workday, 
wages, quality control-and directly supports the first principle of 
relevant work. It implies additionally that prison indl~stries should 
not adversely affect the private sector by unfairly competing in pro
duct areas. 

# 3 PRISON IJ:'lDUSTRIES SHOULD REDUCE INMATE 
IDLENESS. 
Prison industries, should not be restricted to the elite few. It 

is incumbent on correctional authorities, properly enabled by 
legislative and administrative change, to employ as many inmates 
as possible and reduce the tensions compounded by crowding. 

# 4 THE PRIVATE SECTOR SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN 
PRISON INDUSTRIES. 
A strong theme in the discussions, this implies substantial 

legislative change, safeguards against exploitation of inmate 
workers, and changes in existing administrative arrangements to 
enable participation of directors of corrections and industries. 

# 5 PRACTICES AND REGULATIONS THAT IMPEDE 
THE PROGRESS OF PRISON INDUSTRIES SHOULD 
BE RESCINDED, CHANGED, OR OTHERWISE 
STREAMLINED. 
This principle encompasses changes ranging from legal 

restrictions against private sector involvement to reduction of un
necessary procedures. It sets prison industries apart from other 
programs and shifts the emphasis to enabling prison industries to 
function efficiently. 

Secondary Principles 

Several additional principles emerged in the deliberations. 
The~t.! principles were expressed less emphatically than the primary 
principles and do not make the same significant value statements, 
but there was general consensus and no conflict about them. These 
enhance the previous principles and add to the direction of the 
model in the next chapter. Included were: 

• Inmates should not be exploited. 

• Wage and benefit structures must be dramatically im
proved. 



• Chargebacks are encouraged, particularly for institu
tional cost defrayment and victim compensation. 

01 Standards of professional conduct should be incor
porated more thoroughly into industry practices. 

II Industries should not operate in isolation from inter
nal (prison) and external environments. 

All the recommendations and the structure represented by Figure 1 
stem from these principles. 

The specific recommendations are presented in the follow
ing chapters. All recommendations of the committees are either ex
plicitly included or reflected in the presentation. The major prin
ciples guide the recommendations throughout, and the reader 
should gain a clear sense of how prison industries can be improved, 
both now and in the future. 
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Chapter Four 

MODELS FOR PRISON INDUSTRIES 

Recommendations-Internal Processes 

The recommendations merge to form a generalized 
model-or models-for prison industries. As Figure 1 indicates, 
there are two primary areas of emphasis: internal management pro
cesses and external helping mechanisms. As indicated in Chapter 
Two, a single, "how-to" formula will not emerge here, nor is one 
intended. What is intended and presented, however, are very 
specific guidelines that policymakers may adapt to their own situa
tions. The reader is urged to recall the principles that provide the 
overall direction to these recommendations. 

Each section consists of two parts: a Rationale, or the con
siderations used by the Task Force committees in defining the 
issues and problems; and Recommendations, the specific directions 
intended for policymakers and practitioners. These rationales and 
recommendations transcend the work of any single committee; that 
is, the narrative for any particular area incorporates the concerns 
of all committees that addressed it-the statements are non
conflicting composites. 

As with the Principles, there was a high degree of consensus 
within and between committees. The dominant position of any 
recommendation, of course, reflects the relevant committee's own 
work, but in general the recommendations reflect across-the-board 
sentiment. 

These managerial and technical aspects of prison industries 
relate to day-to-day operations. The recommendations are quite 
specific with respect to administrative and operational ar
rangements. 

Institution/Industries Management 

This key area dictates how industries may be organized and 
managed. 

Rationale 
A primary concern in industries management is the lack of a 

clearly defined mission for industry that can be understood and in-



tegrated with general institutional practices. A related concern is 
the lack of communication and coordination between institutional 
management and industries. 

Recommendations 

The roles and responsibilities of industries and the institu
tion need to be clearly articulated and faithfully observed. (See 
Figure 2 for an illustration of an organizational structure.) 

1) The director of industries reports to the director of 
corrections. 

2) The institutional industries superintendent reports to 
the warden on institutional management and security 
matters and reports otherwise to the director of in
dustries. (Note: for this management structure to be 
supported, it is essential that the director of correc
tions understand the industries' mission.) 

3) Subordinate industries personnel at institutions report 
to the superintendent of industries. 

4) The warden and superintendent of industries should 
develop a plan that includes mutually agreed upon 
goals and a communications process. Goals and plans 
address: 

a) responsibilities and expectations; 

b) inmate selection policy and number employed; 

c) working hours and call-out policy; 

d) shop security; 

e) inmate training; 

f) fiscal guidelines and profitability; and 

g) shop performance. 
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Figure 2 

INSTITUTION/INDUSTRIES MANAGEMENT 
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Staff Training 

Another key managerial issue is the provision of training for 
industries personnel. At present, training at the state level for in
dustries management is minimal, or simply a slight variation of line 
staff training. The need for industries management training is so 
critical that it has been the focus of a series of seminars sponsored 
by the National Institute of Corrections, and industry managers na
tionwide have expressed their interest in improving general cur
ricula and training opportunities. 

Rationale 

Industries staff require special training to meet their unique 
needs. Standard line officer training is inadequate and does not 
prepare managers for dealing with inmates in a production
oriented workplace. This is true for both experienced civilians new 
to the prison setting and for security staff recently promoted to in
dustries' duties. The requirement of both technical and interper
sonal skills underscores the need for separate, targeted training. 
Standard security-oriented training may comprise part of the in
dustries curriculum but should never be a substitute for it. 

Recommendations 

5) Pre-service training should comprise eighty hours of 
general institution orientation and forty hours of in
dustry orientation. Industries topics include: 

a) mission and organization; 

b) legislation, regulation, policies and procedures; 

c) business management; 

d) shop protocol; and 

e) communications. 

6) In-service training should comprise at least eighty 
hours annually and include apprenticeship training, 
job specialty training, and correctional training 
review. 
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7) Special topics for orientation and in-service training 
should include: Human Resource Management (in
terpersonal skills, human relations, stress manage
ment, leadership, decision making, and supervision) 
and Production Management (scheduling, inventory, 
quality assurance, accounting, and purchasing). 

8) Industries personnel should be encouraged and sup
ported in seeking advanced off-site training, including 
seminars and conferences. 

9) Cross-over training, in which security staff are sen
sitized to industries issues, should be part of the cur-
~~um. . 

10) States should "network" to provide regional training 
and visitation experiences. 

Inmate Education and Training 

Education and training needs were addressed by a specific 
committee, but the principles of integration and coordination ap
peared throughout all the committees' work and constitute a major 
theme of the total report. 

Rationale 

At present there is little integration between industry and 
education, vocational training, and classification. Inmates tend to 
drift among these entities in an uncoordinated way, and the 
development of the individual is neglected. Long-term inmates 
often are selected and trained at the expense of short-termers near
ing release. There is virtually no reflection of the free world; special 
populations are neglected; equipment is antiquated; and post
release placement frequently is absent. Few assessment programs 
exist, and there is minimal integration among classroom skills, 
v\"lcational training, and on-the-job duties. Actual labor market, 
training and educational realities prevailing in the outside world are 
seldom considered in institutional planning. Finally, standards of 
performance and professionalization are insufficient to guide 
prison industries either as a unique undertaking or in its coordina
tion with other institutional programs. 



Recommendations 

11) Cooperation and coordination among the various 
prison system components are essential. Elements in
clude: 

a) integrated management structure with goal con
gruence and total information sharing; 

b) coordinated programs among institutions to 
facilitate inmate transfers; 

c) a specific commitment to structures that allow 
flexible scheduling for inmates, program access, 
information dissemination, and inmate post
release placement. 

12) A philosophical foundation for education, training, 
and job placement as they relate to prison industries 
should be established in order to: 

a) create a "free-world" industrial climate; 

b) share industry revenues with other programs; 

c) balance profit and inmate development; 

d) provide incentives and equal access to industry 
work, training, and education programs; 

e) design long-term development plans for inmates. 

13) There should be standards of performance for in
tegrated programs of education, trainin$, job place
ment, and industry which would help: 

a) develop a sequential series of educational courses 
and/or vocational experiences leading toward the 
steady increase in industry performance and out
side employability; 

b) set up licensing and apprenticeship programs; 
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c) establish and maintain consistent standards of 
qualification for teachers, trainers and super
visors; 

d) set up and administer program evaluation criteria 
against established goals; 

e) establish criteria for inmate entry, promotion and 
exit from prison industry, education and training 
programs. 

14) Education and training programs must systematically 
address offender needs as they relate to prison in
dustries. These would: 

a) provide pre-employment training; 

b) provide non-technical skills (interpersonal, affec
tive); 

c) address the needs of special (handicapped) in
mates; 

d) establish regular re-definition of relevant labor 
market; 

e) address career orientation, pre-employment, and 
on-the-job skills; and 

f) adapt programs to address high inmate turnover. 

As the above recommendations indicate, a complete model 
of prison industries management is called for. Such a model would 
establish a chain of command and communication at the highest in
stitutional level, provide new and relevant training for industries 
personnel, forge a definition and integration of education and 
training as they relate to industries. No legislative changes are call
ed for, but substantial institutional reorganization will be required. 
Once the structure is in place, diligent monitoring will be necessary 
to prevent deterioration into old and inadequate patterns. 



------------ -

Marketing 

This is the first of three topical areas that affect industries in 
an operational) day-to-day manner. Consistent with the principle 
of a business~1ike approach, the Marketing committee and others 
addressed the issue directly. At present, marketing in the classic, 
private-sector sense is rarely practiced by prison industries. Distinc
tions between marketing (the seeking of customers) and sales (the 
serving of customers) are largely absent. There are neither func
tional differences nor dedicated (assigned) staff .. The rationale and 
recommendations to follow provide sufficient reason and Ii choice 
of approaches for states seeking to modernize tlreir prison in
dustries. They are clear with respect to both need and process. 

Rationale 

The overriding reason in support of a concerted approach to 
marketing derives from a major Task Force principle: the role of 
prison industries in reducing idleness. Effective marketing should 
produce a broader customer base, increased production (once 
marginal products are weeded out), and higher inmate employ
ment. There are not generally dedicated or unique marketing 
resources within prison industries. But when there is appropriate 
marketing, industries' activity and employment can grow. 

Recommendations 

15) States should immediately designate marketing as a 
separate function within prison industries. 

16) Authorities should appropriate the necessary funds 
and restructure staff to implement a model: such as 
one of those below, seeking outside help if necessary. 

17) Internal Model: This model uses correctional in
dustries staff and should be implemented if: 

a) resources permit hiring additional staff; 

b) expertise exists within industries to evaluate new 
professional marketing staff, or 
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c) expertise exists in-house to organize and manage 
the marketing function. 

18) Internal/External Model: This is a combination 
model, utilizing some in-house staff and some con
tracted services. This model should be used if: 

a) prison industries is in a state of planned change; 
and 

b) there is willingness to relinquish some internal 
control. 

19) External Model: This model utilizes totally contracted 
marketing services and should be implemented if: 

a) management is supportive; 

b) marketing expertise and in-house operations are 
virtually non-existent; and 

c) funds can be made available. 

Inmate Pay 

The Task Force came to a high level of consensus both 
within the Inmate Compensation committee and in the other com
mittees, especially Offender Input, and Business and Labor Con
cerns. The recommendations are entirely consistent with the princi
ple of a "free-world" approach. 

Rationale 

A "free-world" approach presupposes realism in pric
ing-an impossibility with the artificially low compensation now 
prevalent in prison industries. In addition, the priniciple of non
exploitation as articulated by various Task Force committee 
members requires that wages be increased and that industries not 
undercut competitors at the expense of inmates. However, paying a 
wage based on productivity at prevailing levels makes it incumbent 
on policymakers and practitioners to design and implement highly 
productive systems. Low wages have removed the impetus from 
production efficiency, but a pay raise alone is insufficient to create 
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Higher wages will also permit deductions and chargebacks 
that allow inmates to reduce their debt to society during incarcera
tion. This can be done through some combination of payment to 
employee, payment to inmate family. payment for institutional 
maintenance l and payment of victim compensation. 

Recommendations 

20) All inmates working in industries should receive a 
cash, or money, wage; benefits should be used as sup
plements. 

21) While a national standard of payment of the prevailing 
wage for comparable work has been established by the 
Percy Amendment. each state is encouraged to: 

a) identify the meaning of "prevailing wage" within 
the respective locale, and 

b) develop an inmate employment pay scale consis
tent with state and local requirements as they 
relate to that prevailing wage definition. 

Wages should be assigned to the categories of 
remuneration set by the Percy Amendment, such as 
some combination of payment to employee. payment 
to inmate family, payment for institutional 
maintenance, and payment of victim compensation. 

22) The practice of underpricing prison industries pro
ducts based on low inmate wages should be stopped, 
especially for goods in competition on the open 
market. 

23) A goal should be the development of a chargeback 
system to deduct federal and state taxes. Additional 
wage assessments could also include F.I.C.A. and vic
tim compensation. Payments to dependents may be 
made, but this practice is not mandatory because such 
payments are external to the offender's responsibility 
to state correctional authorities and tax liabilities. 
Feasibility of room and board deductions should be 
explored. 
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24) A private sector approach to wages may be utilized, 
whereby senioritYj skill level, and fringe benifits may 
be represented in the compensation package. 

Shop and Industry Conduct 

This area of recommendations encompasses many con
siderations' that appeared throughout the deliberations. They are 
consistent with the major principles and have important implica
tions for shop management. 

Rationale 

The presumption of a "business-like" atmosphere, the in
volvement of the private sector, and an integrated system yielded 
}Tlany additional recommendations for industry operations at the 
shop level. 

Recommendations 

25) Practices that create "make-work" and featherbed
ding should cease; the emphasis should be on produc
tivity. 

26) As nearly as possible, the workday should approach 
eight hours; second shifts should be used as needed. 

27) Apprenticeship and training programs for inmates 
sponsored by organized labor should be available at 
the shop level. 

28) Appropriate costing and accounting systems should be 
employed by prison industries. These systems should 
take into account all material, labor and overhead 
costs incurred in production. Definitions of "self
sufficiency" and its appropriateness as a goal for in
dustries should be explored. 

29) Private indt1stry work that (a) might be performed 
overseas or (b) is highly labor-intensive should be ex
plored as a potential prison industry employment 
source. 



30) Systems of quality control should hold both offenders 
and civilian personnel responsible. 

A Note on Offenders, Business and Labor 

One of the committees addressing internal matters was Of
fender Input; another was Business and Labor Concerns. The 
recommendations and concerns of these committees, as indicated 
above, transcend anyone sphere of influence, and their input ap
pears in virtually every section. For example, it is assumed that 
qualified ex-offenders would be considered for appropriate prison 
industry positions. The spirit of all committees was very similar; 
hence, the major principles of Chapter Three. The recommenda
tions above find support from many committees, including these 
two-indeed, their input was critical because they represent the ma
jor groups most likely to be affected by prison industries reform. It 
is with this spirit in mind that the final two "internal" recommen
dations are made. 

31) States should consider instituting Industry Councils in
volving prison industries staff and inmates to make 
suggestions for improving operations. Inmate involve
ment may range from direct council participation to 
provision of input. 

32) Industries and state/local representatives of business 
and labor should establish a Business-Labor Council 
with representation from industry, business, and 
labor. This council would keep channels of com
munication open, help evaluate new ventures, and 
resolve problems. 
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Chapter Five 

MODELS FOR PRISON INDUSTRIES: 

Recommendations-External Processes 

A second set of recommehdations deals with prison in
dustries' relationship with the external environment. Relevant areas 
include laws and :.egulations (industries' enabling legal 
framework), medi.a, research and evaluation, and general coor
dination. Although there were some topic-specific committees, the 
recommendations are at:ross-the-board and benefit once again 
from the input of offenders, business, labor, and the research com·· 
munity. 

The cultural focus is one that streamlines the various pro
cesses that influence prison industries (a major theme/principle of 
the Task Force). If industries are to modernize and fulfill the man
date of the Chief Justice, they cannot become enmeshed in un
necessary red tape and legal challenges. It is possible to utilize 
responsible procedures yet ensure the flexibility of industries. 

Laws and Regulations 

In many respects this is an enabling group; nevertheless the 
members of the committee on Laws, Executive Orders and Regula
tions have definite ideas about how to improve prison industries 
which transcend simpie legal applications. Virtually every recom
mendation appearing in Chapter Four that requires legal change 
has the support of this group. In this section the most specific 
recommendations of the Task Force in the areas of staffing, wages, 
private sector involvement, and legislative activity are presented. 

Rationale 

An important concern of this Task Force committee is the 
need to promote business-like operations. Inmate exploitation is a 
major concern as is the fact that the enabling features of existing 
law should not be overlooked before new legislation is considered. 
The main thrust of the deliberations, however, is that the legal 
structure should em:ourage rather than discourage the growth and 
expansion of prison industries. 



Recommendations 

33) Civil service restrictions governing hiring, promotion, 
and incentives for staff should be modified as 
necessary to create an optimal business-like working 
situation. Such restrictions include those which apply 
to working conditions and kinds of staff (e.g. ex
offenders). 

34) Legal restrictions on inmate wages should be 
eliminated. 

35) Appropriate legislation should be enacted to permit 
and encourage private sector involvement on a wide 
and varied scale. 

36) Legislative activity on the federal level on behalf of 
prison industries should be monitored and effected. 

Procurement 

The concerns of this specific committee were reflected in the 
deliberations of many other committees. The work of this commit
tee is subsumed under the general principle of streamlining the pro
cess, and the recommendations clearly evidence this. 

Rationale 

General and usual government protocol may be inap
propriate for prison industries; procedures that speed the procure
ment process are needed. In addition, industries managers will need 
training in the new approaches. But improved procedures do not 
justify a lack of professionalism or practices that put private com
petitors at a disadvantage. 

Recommendations 

37) State-of-the-art surveys of existing procurement laws 
should be conducted and the results merged to 
establish some model procurement codes. Surveys 
could cover: 
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a) all states and a representative sampling of local 
government purchasing officials to determine 
their relationship to prison industries; and 

b) each state's prison industries managers to deter
mine their relationship with state purchasing 
operations. 

38) Prison industries should be allowed the necessary flex
ibility in acquiring supplies and raw materials, in
cluding the possibility of forming a public corpora
tion. 

39) States should draft enabling legislation to purchase 
jointly and from each other. 

40) Procurement codes need a prison industries focus; in
dustries should examine their own procedures. 

41) A formal relationship between prison industries and 
state purchasing authorities should be developed. 

Research and Evaluation 

Rationale 

As with some other committees, the Research and Evalua
tion recommendations apply broadly to both internal and external 
issues. But the importance of rigorous, policy-relevant study of 
prison industries should not be lost among the recommendations in 
the general text. Two specific recommendations follow. 

Recommendations 

42) Resources at the state, local and federal levels should 
be available to industry personnel and interested 
researchers to examine program impact, conduct 
evaluations, and suggest fertile new study areas. 

43) Prison industries professionals should apprise the 
research community of pressing needs and fruitful 
topics for examination. 



Media and Public Relations 

This committee focused on helpful mechanisms and the pro
fessionalization and visibility of prison industries. Many audiences 
are considered relevant to and concerned with industries. These in
clude business and industry, the general public, federal and state 
legislatures, labor and unions, and practitioners within the state, 
local, and federal prison systems. 

Rationale 

A strong value is that prison industries should replicate the 
free enterprise system as far as possible-pay, pricing, marketing, 
advertising- a view reflected in the principles and in other commit
tees' deliberations. Further, the development and enhancement of 
prison industries require federal and state legal rtlform. Current 
legal systems restrict the development of prison industry markets. 
The general development process should be promoted tnrough 
education and dialogue. 

Recommendations 

44) A media/public relations capability should be con
sidered for prison industries, to develop materials, 
advertise prison industries, and gain market support. 

45) A professional lobbying group should be recruited 
with access to key policymaker groups to effect 
whatever changes are necessary to develop prison in
dustries fully. 

General Coordination 

This term encompasses many recommendations that trans
cend a single area, as well as concerns and issues that are not quite 
formal recommendations. For example, the committee on Research 
and Evaluation has developed several means to assist the evaluation 
process which, in turn, will illuminate how industries can function 
better. The Media and other committees have offered recommen
dations that fit best here. 
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Rationale 

If prison industries are to succeed as envisioned, many areas 
need to be coordinated. It would be a mistake to ignore the 
specificity of the statements made by the several committees and 
merely urge "more coordination." The detail is articulated here as 
recommendations that should be regarded as the "glue" that will 
hold together much of the rest of this report. 

Recommendations 

46) Any planning for prison industries should include 
post-release job placement. 

47) The adjacent community should be involved in deci
sions and planning concerning prison industries. Com
munity involvement, e.g., through advisory boards, is 
encouraged. 

48) Prison industries need clear definitions and goal 
statements regarding victim compensation, the effect 
of industries on institutional life, the real savings in in
carceration costs, changes in quality of life, and the 
promotion of social values. From these, establishment 
of measures of success and design of evaluative studies 
can proceed. 

49) Prison industries should set high standards of growth 
and strive to attract the necessary customers and 
private sector interests. 

50) The Task Force should continue its work promoting 
prison industries throughout the United States. 



Chap tel' Six 

CONCLUSION 

A natural inquiry following the publication of a report such 
as this is "Where do we go from here?" There are fifty specific 
Task Force recommendations and implementation of these will re
quire diligence and time on the part of state and local agencies, This 
report is not designed to offer a single approach to prison industries 
but to provide the best of current wisdom, There are fifty states 
with as many ways of doing business; to suggest a single "model" 
would be a disservice to the talents and skills in the field. In addi
tion, states will be at different stages of development and anxious 
to preserve systems which accomplish their goals. Thus, the Task 
Force is suggestive and comprehensive in recommending what a 
well-balanced and well-managed prison industries effort in the 
United States will require. 

For example, while the recommendations place considerable 
emphasis on private sector involvement in prison industries, it is ex
pected that many states will not find this feasible at this time. The 
report never insists on only one approach, but rather presents 
several models of organizational and institutional structure. Some 
states will not immediately, or may never, be able to implement all 
the recommendations (e.g., pay the prevailing wage). This is 
recognized, as is the fact that careful review should precede any 
change in compensation packages. When substantial private sector 
linkages are planned, however, payment of such a wage will pro
bably approach a necessity because of business and labor senti
ment. Similarly, for those who are interested, there are models foi' 
developing literacy/education programs in conjunction with prison 
industries. However, as stated in the Foreword by Chief Justice 
Burger and Mr. Considine, the Task Force does believe that this 
report represents the direction in which states should be moving. 
Furthermore, the general principles articulated in Chapter Three 
can provide valuable guidance. 

But everyone needs help in implementing the recommenda
tions and quasi-models that now represent the most advanced and 
enlightened thinking OIl prison industry in the United States. For
tunately, there is a source of assistance for agencies wishing to 
move forward quickly and realize the promise of the recommenda
tions. The National Center for Innovation in Corrections at The 
George Washington University in Washington, D.C. is dedicated to 
initiating and improving prison industry development in the United 
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States. Directed by Dr. Judith Schloegel and assisted by profes
sional consultants and an advisory board of national leaders, the 
Center stands ready to disseminate the most recent wisdom on 
prison industry and to help states directly in expanding, enlarging 
and otherwise improving their industry operations. As these recom
mendations are promulgated, the Center is already working with 
nearly two dozen states. 

In addition to direct involvement, the Center has at its 
disposal the expertise and resources of the Task Force and its eleven 
committees for states or localities requesting further guidance. 
Finally, federal assistance is also available to those seeking to im
prove or increase prison industries (see Appendix B for a list of pro
grams now in effect). 

What remains to be done in prison industries is a formidable 
task indeed-albeit one with high rewards. Merely to have these 
general principles accepted at the highest policy levels will be no 
small task in many states and localities. After that, a planning 
phase may develop in which agencies select recommendations for 
implementation over a given time period. Obviously, an agency's 
current position and needs will dictate the type and order of recom
mendations implemented. 

Although the recommendations allow some latitude for in
dividual state preferences, they do represent both a direction and 
something more than general exhortations. States may adopt a 
specific recommendation or a variation or a cluster, and many are 
taking such initiative. For example, several states have engaged in 
specific enterprises with the private sector; others have streamlined 
their procurement and operating procedures; still others have 
begun to integrate industry, education, and training. 

A persistent theme of this report has been the call to action. 
Read the recommendations, then implement them. In the course of 
action, take advantage of the many resources now available to 
prison industries: the National Center for Innovation in Correc
tions, the states presently engaged in creative application of these 
recommendations, the Task Force and its committee members, and 
the professional capabilities now apparent in prison industry 
management. With dedicated application, prison industry in the 
United States can take its proper place as the flagship of inmate 
work programs and serve as the catalyst for uniting and improving 
all correctional programs and activities. 
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APPENDIX B 

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR 
PRISON INDUSTRIES 

National Institute of Corrections 

• Training in Prison Industry Management 
• Technical Assistance 

Bureau of Justice Assistance 

• Prison Industry Deregulation 
• Technical Assistance 
• Automated Database 

National Institute of Justice 

• Private Sector Initiatives 

Federal Bureau of Prisons (UNICOR) 

• Information Sharing 
• Training 

For additional information, contact: 

Dr. Judith Schloegel, SFCC 
Executive Director 
National Center for Innovation in Corrections 
The George Washington University 
2130 H Street, N.W., Suite 621 
Washington, DC 20052 
(202) 676-7062 
(202) 994-1522 (after fall of 1986) 

* u.s. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1986-491 ·515120009 
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